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IRS releases guidance modifying previous explanations (and Q&A) of safe 
harbors for “eligible rollover distributions” under the CARES and SECURE Acts, 
IRS Notice 2020-62, August 6, 2020.

Facts
At various times, most recently in 2014 and 2018, the IRS has issued notices that explained safe harbors for “eligible 
rollover distributions” under existing law at those times, intended to aid plan administrators in adequately informing 
plan participants. IRC §402(f) requires that a plan administrator provide to recipients of distributions that are eligible 
for rollover treatment a written explanation of the tax consequences of the distribution and the rollover option available 
to the recipient with respect to the distribution. The current notice modifies previous notices to reflect changes in 
those options introduced by relevant changes in the law since the 2018 guidance (IRS Notice 2018-74). This notice 
appends two model safe harbor explanations, one for distributions that are not from a designated Roth account and 
the other for distributions from a designated Roth account. The SECURE Act of 2019 added IRC §72(t)(2)(H) of the 
Code as a new exception for qualified birth or adoption distributions to the §72(t)(1) 10% additional tax. The SECURE 
Act also amended IRC §401(a), increasing the age for required minimum distributions to 72 for employees born after 
June 30, 1949. Also, the CARES Act of 2020 provided for a “coronavirus-related distribution” from eligible retirement 
plans. The CARES Act also provides that a recipient may recontribute a coronavirus-related distribution to an 
applicable eligible retirement plan in which the recipient is a beneficiary and to which a rollover can be made. However, 
a coronavirus-related distribution is not an “eligible rollover distribution” for purposes of the notice requirement under 
§402(f). Thus, although a coronavirus-related distribution generally may be recontributed to an applicable eligible 
retirement plan, a plan administrator is not required to provide a §402(f) notice to a recipient of a coronavirus-related 
distribution. Plan administrators may use the model safe harbor explanations to satisfy the written explanation 
requirement under §402(f) to the extent that the provisions contained in the models are consistent with the plan that 
the administrator is explaining. However, it is important to note that because the changes in the law have been in effect 
for some time already, a plan administrator should have made necessary changes to its required written explanations 
with respect to affected distributions already made.

Takeaway
Plan administrators may use the model safe harbor explanations to satisfy the requirement to provide a written 
explanation to recipients of eligible rollover distributions, but they must make necessary changes to conform the 
explanations to the provisions of the respective plans. Of course, plan administrators are free to use any written notice 
that complies with the requirements of §402(f) and not necessarily the models provided in this notice.

California state legislature considers wealth tax law on residents worth $30M 
or more, California Assembly Bill 2088, introduced February 5, 2020, as amended March 
9, 2020, and August 13, 2020.

Facts
Assembly Bill 2088 introduced in the California legislature on February 5, 2020 (and amended twice in committee) 
will be considered soon by the state assembly. If passed, the Bill would impose arguably the first so-called “wealth 
tax” in US history and almost certainly face challenges under both the California and US constitutions. The Bill would 
impose a 0.4% tax on the aggregate worldwide wealth as of December 31 of the tax year in excess of $30 million 
held by individual taxpayers and married taxpayers filing jointly and in excess of $15 million held by married taxpayers 
filing individually (referred to as “extreme wealth” in the Bill). The Bill specifically excludes directly held real estate from 
“worldwide wealth” but expressly includes any real estate owned indirectly, “as through a corporation, partnership, 
limited liability company, trust, or other such legal form,” unless such inclusion is prohibited by federal law. The Bill 
contains “special apportionment rules” that apply the wealth tax to taxpayers who have been subject to its provisions 
in the past and who have moved away from the jurisdiction with no reasonable expectation of returning to California, 
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but on a diminishing proportion over a 10-year period. Conversely, taxpayers owning “extreme wealth” who become 
California residents are subject to the wealth tax on a straight-line increasing proportion over a 10-year period. The 
Bill also contains provisions allowing elections for future valuations of assets that are currently difficult to accurately 
value for these purposes. Taxpayers are subject to penalty if they understate the amount of wealth tax due by the 
greater of $1 million or 20% of the correct tax. is subject to penalty. The penalty for such understatement is an 
amount equal to 20% of the understated tax due. We will monitor the progress of the Bill and report any future 
activity in these pages.

Takeaway
This Bill to be considered by the California legislature is already one of the first wealth tax laws to be seriously 
considered by a political subdivision in the US. If passed it will represent the first law of its kind in our country. The 
law imposes an annual 0.4% tax on worldwide wealth held by a resident or recent resident in excess or $30 million. 
Also, if passed the law will almost certainly face legal challenges under the California and US constitutions.

Taxpayer’s payments incident to divorce to “buy out” ex-spouse’s interests in 
LLC did not increase taxpayer’s LLC basis, Steven R. Matzkin and Sarah Schroeder 
v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2020-117, August 5, 2020.

Facts

At all relevant times, Taxpayer was a resident of Florida. Taxpayer was a practicing dentist and in 2003, he formed 
LLC, a partnership under Florida law, that provided supporting services to affiliated dentist practices nationwide. 
At the time that he formed LLC, Taxpayer had been married to X for 15 years. In January 2008, Taxpayer assigned 
70% of LLC to S Corp, owned solely by Taxpayer. In May, Taxpayer filed for divorce from X. Taxpayer’s ownership 
interest in S Corp was appraised at a value of $21 million; the underlying value of LLC was appraised at $30 million. 
Under Florida law, the entirety of S Corp (and thus LLC) was considered part of the marital estate. The couple 
agreed that as part of the equal division of the marital estate Taxpayer would take sole ownership of S Corp and 
would compensate X for value of her half of S Corp in three parts: Taxpayer agreed to (1) make an up-front cash 
payment to X, (2) pay X’s portion of the liabilities of the marital estate, and (3) give X a six-year balloon promissory 
note bearing interest in an amount equal to the remaining value unpaid. The couple further agreed that if LLC was 
sold within 18 months of the execution of the agreement for an amount in excess of than $21 million, X would be 
entitled to 50% of the excess. Full payment under the promissory note would become accelerated upon sale of LLC. 
The couple’s agreement was incorporated into their final divorce. By 2012, Taxpayer had made payments totaling 
$5,675,500 to X pursuant to the provisions of the agreement regarding LLC. In 2012 (four years after the date of 
the agreement), S Corp sold LLC for $93,770,600 and Taxpayer retired the outstanding $5,462,312 under the 
balloon note to X. On his 2012 Federal income tax return, Taxpayer reported $85,735,315 on the sale of S Corp’s 
interest in LLC. The IRS adjusted the gain upward by $5,362,814 and issued a notice of deficiency in the amount of 
$804,423. Taxpayer appealed to the Tax Court.

Holding
The sole issue before the Tax Court was whether Taxpayer was entitled to increase his basis in S Corp and thus 
LLC because of payments to X under the couple’s divorce agreement that were made in order for Taxpayer to retain 
the entirety of the interest in LLC included in the marital estate. However, to answer this question, the Court was 
required to interpret the character of the payments that were made. The Court found abundant evidence to compel 
the conclusion that the payments were made to balance the equitable division of the marital estate — each party 
may have been initially entitled to half of any one asset, but negotiated instead to receive more or less of each 
asset to achieve a division that still balanced the values taken by each party. In the end, the reality was that X took 
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more of the cash and Taxpayer took all of the interest in LLC. As sole owner of S Corp, Taxpayer’s basis before the 
divorce was his basis in the 70% interest in LLC he contributed to S Corp. A partner’s basis in a partnership can 
be increased by income (under s705) or additional contributions of capital (under ss722 or 752). Taxpayer’s 
payments to X pursuant to the divorce agreement did not result in the receipt by LLC of income or additional capital 
contributions, nor did they reduce LLC’s liabilities. Because Taxpayer was the sole owner of S Corp (and thus LLC) 
both before and after the payments, the payments could not work to increase Taxpayer’s basis in LLC.

Takeaway
In structuring the divorce settlement, Taxpayer seems to have anticipated a large gain on the ultimate sale of LLC, 
whenever it happened, and counted upon his gain to be reduced by his payments to X under the agreement to 
equalize division of the estate. However, the payments were funded either from other assets that X already had a 
claim against or from the sale of LLC itself, which X already had a claim against. In the end, dressing it up like a 
purchase by Taxpayer from X was not enough, if the payment came from assets that X was already entitled to.

IRS allows division of IRA among beneficiaries for RMD purposes, IRAs must 
be treated as inherited IRAs, IRS PLR 202031007, July 31, 2020.

Facts
A decedent owned an IRA and died after her required beginning date. The decedent died before the effective date 
of the SECURE Act of 2019. The decedent was not married at the time of her death. She was survived by her two 
children and her estate is the sole beneficiary of the IRA. By her last will and testament, the decedent directed that 
the residue of her estate, containing the IRA, is to be transferred to her irrevocable trust. The trust provides that its 
assets are to be divided equally and distributed to the beneficiaries of the trust, who are the decedent’s surviving 
children. The decedent’s estate proposes to transfer each beneficiary’s interest in the IRA (via trustee-to-trustee 
transfer) to a separate IRA for the benefit of that beneficiary. The decedent’s estate requested the following rulings 
from the IRS: (1) that the beneficiaries’ interest in the IRA can be segregated and held in separate IRAs for the 
purpose of determining each beneficiary’s required minimum distribution; (2) that the IRAs created by trustee-to-
trustee transfer constitute inherited IRAs; (3) that each beneficiary may receive required minimum distributions 
from the beneficiary’s separate IRA over the decedent’s remaining life expectancy based on decedent’s age at the 
time of death; and (4) that the creation of the beneficiary IRAs is not a taxable distribution.

Holding
The IRS was able to provide the decedent’s estate with each of the requested rulings. As the beneficiaries of the 
decedent’s interest in her IRA, the beneficiaries’ respective interests of the IRA can be segregated and held in 
separate IRAs for purposes of paying each beneficiary’s required minimum distributions. However, the IRAs are 
not separate accounts (within the meaning of IRS Reg. § 1.401(a)(9)-8), because they did not represent separate 
interests in the IRA as of the date of the decedent’s death. With respect to the second requested ruling, because 
the beneficiaries will acquire the IRAs as a result of the death of the decedent, and neither beneficiary was the 
decedent’s spouse, the IRAs created by means of trustee-to-trustee transfer constitute inherited IRAs under IRC 
§408(d)(3)(C). As to the third requested ruling, because the decedent had already begun receiving distributions 
over her life expectancy, the beneficiaries may each receive distributions required under IRC §401(a)(9) from the 
specific beneficiary IRA over the decedent’s remaining life expectancy, using the age of the decedent as of her 
birthday in the calendar year of her death, and reduced by one for each calendar year thereafter pursuant to IRS 
Reg. §1.401(a)(9)-5. Finally, with respect to the fourth ruling request, because each of the transferee IRAs is set 
up and maintained in the name of the deceased IRA owner for the benefit of each beneficiary, the transfer of each 
beneficiary’s respective interest in the estate’s interest in the IRA to each of the beneficiary IRAs will not constitute a 
taxable distribution under IRC §408 to the beneficiaries and also does not constitute a rollover under §408.
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Takeaway
Although a decedent IRA owner’s beneficiaries were not “designated beneficiaries” of the IRA at the time of the 
decedent’s death, the structure of the irrevocable trust solely for the benefit of the beneficiaries allowed them to 
receive the interest in the IRA held by the decedent’s estate. Under the pre-SECURE Act law applicable at the time 
of decedent’s death, this allows the beneficiaries to receive the interest that each holds over the period determined 
by the age of the decedent on her birthday in the year of her death. Remember that under current SECURE Act 
law, because the IRA had no designated beneficiaries as of the date of the decedent’s death, the IRA would have 
had to pay out its asset to the beneficiaries within a 10-year period (unless the beneficiary qualifies as an “eligible 
designated beneficiary”).

Bankruptcy court denies IRS petition to levy tax lien Against Proceeds 
Designated to Children’s Trust, In Re: Pierre Phillippe Barkats and Wendell W. 
Webster, Trustee v. Rondi Walker MD, 126 AFTR 2d 2020-XXXX, (Bktcy Ct Dist Col), July 
27, 2020.)

Facts
This summary reflects only the most recent ruling in an ongoing case that is otherwise an ordinary bankruptcy case. 
This most recent petition by the IRS and the subsequent bankruptcy court ruling is the more interesting turn from 
the ordinary. A husband and wife separated and, in their separation agreement, agreed to create a trust for their 
children. The couple divorced and the separation agreement was incorporated into the final divorce as a marital 
settlement agreement. The husband declared bankruptcy and the ex-wife’s property interest is included for the 
bankruptcy estate. The bankruptcy court authorized the sale of property and interest, with liens attaching to the 
proceeds of the sales. Many months after the sale of property, the trust was created and funded pursuant to the 
marital settlement agreement. Among its many provisions, the trust provided that “Each disbursement from the 
trust(s) shall be authorized in writing by both [husband] and [wife].” To secure the payment of unpaid tax liabilities 
of the couple, the IRS holds a lien against some of wife’s property and property interests that were sold by the 
bankruptcy court. The IRS petitioned the bankruptcy court to serve its tax lien on the proceeds that the bankruptcy 
court judge held are payable to the children’s trust created pursuant to the terms of the marital settlement 
agreement. 

Holding
The Court denied the motion by the IRS to serve a levy against proceeds of the bankruptcy court. The IRS 
maintained that the proceeds of the sale of property are subject to its tax liens because the marital settlement 
agreement designated the wife as the recipient of the property value destined to be used to fund the children’s trust. 
Thus, according to the IRS, before the funds could be disbursed to the trust, the IRS would have to release its lien, 
which it has not done. The bankruptcy court has already ruled and designated the children’s trust as the recipient for 
the proceeds and the funds had been transferred to the trustee of the trust. The Court declined to rule whether the 
tax liens of the IRS in fact attached to the proceeds destined for the children’s trust. However, the Court ruled that 
if the IRS has a right to reimbursement from the proceeds designated for the children’s trust, such a right creates a 
dispute between the IRS and the children’s trust and is not a matter for the bankruptcy court. The Court had already 
ruled and disbursed the proceeds to the children’s trust before the IRS motion was filed.

Takeaway
Lots of lessons to take from this case, but timeliness may be the most important. It is possible that the Court still 
would not have ruled for the IRS had the petition preceded the Court’s ruling on the sales proceeds of the property, 
but that door closed. The corollary may be that the bankruptcy court will not hold up proceedings of its own initiative 
to give the IRS time to file claims to enforce its liens. If the claim is not made in time, the bankruptcy court is no 
longer the proper place to enforce it.
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To read more and stay up-to-date on the latest industry news, please log on to the

Advanced Market’s blog on JHSalesHub.com. We can also be reached at  

888-266-7498, option 3 or option 4.

The following are historical graphs of various rates that are commonly  
used by the Advanced Markets Group.
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Take a look at how rates compare this month to last month:
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